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Adjö Means Goodbye
by Kim Jakobsson - Thursday, 21 February 2008, 12:14 PM

A sad story, so sad because this two girls that just wanted to be friends. Could not be it
because Carrie was coloured. This thing about Margets birthday party, when no one but
Carrie and this other girl Mary Ann came. This was sad only for that some people dident
like coloured humans, so this went over this two girls that just wanted to be friends.
The most sad of everything is that this six years old girl realized it was going to happend
soon or later. Like she said in the story "I guess I expected it to happen." So sad that coloured
people understood this in that age at this time. The racism at this time was so clear that childrens
even understood it and this is so sad.
Because even today we got racism and it is nothing we can be proud of. A lot of people have to live
with this. It can be hard to know that it exist people that are racism. An coloured man/woman
maybe be afraid of meeting someone that is racism. They don´t know who is it and who isent and
when they realize it can be to late.
I think we should meet this people on the same way we meet another white. I have some exp. from
something like this. When i was younger i had two friends that was coloured and this two guys had
a really hard time when they went to school. Until they meet me and my friends, we saw this two
being outside of everything at school. So we let them be with us and they was like everyone else
funny and good friends. Then when we got older they moved and i hope they haveing a great time
being coloured. =)
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Re: Adjö Means Goodbye
by Alexandra Blanarik - Sunday, 24 February 2008, 03:24 PM

Aww. I love this picture. It says so much to the story. Monkeys are always playful and it
reminds me of how sad it was that the two girls just wanted to be kids, they just wanted
to put differences aside and have fun.
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Re: Adjö Means Goodbye (Alexandra Blanarik)
by Kim Jakobsson - Thursday, 28 February 2008, 03:11 AM

I really love this picture to <3 It is like Carrie and Magret they wanted to play and
have fun with each other. Monkeys really loves to play hehe. Just they colour thats
diffrent, and thats is what stop they to play and be friends
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Re: Adjö Means Goodbye
by Sarah Gierhart - Wednesday, 27 February 2008, 08:05 AM

Aw, cute picture.
i agree with your attitude towards racism. It shouldn't matter what color skin someone
has-- it only matters how they are on the inside. I think that it is cool that you were able
to befriend some 'outsiders'. I think it is less of an issue now than it was before, but that
it still exists in some peoples' hearts.
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Re: Adjö Means Goodbye (Sarah Gierhart)
by Kim Jakobsson - Thursday, 28 February 2008, 03:15 AM

Thanks =) Yes they was really lovely friends, sad that i moved. Much should be so
much better if racism dident exist.. but some people really don´t understand that
we all human and we are they same inside, just the color that makes them little
diffrent on the outside.. but the inside on them are the same..
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Re: Adjö Means Goodbye (Sarah Gierhart)
by Luke Zeller - Thursday, 28 February 2008, 06:06 PM

This brings up an interesting issue. Many people who do not want to seem
prejudice will say that they do not "see color," that they treat everyone the
same no matter what color their skin, no matter what color their hair, no matter
what their sexual orientation, no matter what their religious belief, not matter
what...
Do you think that is really true? Does a black male have a different social
experience than a white female? Is "color-blindness" a good thing? Is it
possible?
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Re: Adjö Means Goodbye (Luke Zeller)
by Kim Jakobsson - Monday, 3 March 2008, 12:56 PM

I think think thats really true or something like that I don´t threat a nother
human different because of their skin color or sexual orientation. I want
everyone to make they own choices. It´s their own life and no one should
threat they different because of sexual orientation. The Skin color can you
not choose but they shouldn´t be threated different anyway it was not even
their own choices. If everyone was "color-blindness" this thing like racism
shouldn´t even exist and the world war II never had happend maybe.
Becaouse Hitler was killing yews different becasue of their religion and
there belives. It is every living people there own thing what they love,
belive, think, and every choices they make and we other should respect
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that with all heart we have <3 If it is possible, no i don´t think so because
there are so much people out there that really are stupied and don´t
respect other people.
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